Thank you for inquiring about New Horizon Karate’s programs.
Our safety precautions are as follows.
1. I keep a daily log of students. They must stay with that same group of kids
for contact tracing should any problem come up.
2. Students that are sick must not come to class.
3. Students must wear a mask and socks during class.
4. Student who can’t tie their own belt and uniform must wear a New Horizon
Karate t-shirt and uniform bottoms to class. No Belt or uniform top. I
cannot help them tie or fix the belt or uniform when it comes untied.
5. Students enter one at a time.
6. We take their temperature and give them hand sanitizer before they enter
the room.
7. The room has numbers on the floor and each student is assigned a number.
8. We maintain 6 feet separation from the students and instructors.
9. Students leave one at a time and are again are given hand sanitizer.
10. Any equipment uses is cleaned. Student should not use the bathroom but
if they do I will clean them between classes.
11. We also clean the room between classes.
12. We have a professional cleaning done once a week.
13. Ultraviolet lights and an Ozone generator run at night. This will maintain a
germ free facility.
14. The lobby is closed parents this is mandated by the governor. Parent must
wait outside. If you do have to come in for any reason like to buy something
or pay a bill etc. you must wear a mask and come to the window in my
office. Wait until lobby clears out or come early before students come in.
This will eliminate crowding in the lobby. There is a door bell at the corner
of my office it I don’t hear you come in.

